October2016

FASHION
SHOW 2016
11TH ANNUAL!

SCOREBOARD
KAL 2.0

Sunday, November 13,
Aberdeen Manor Ballroom
1 to 4 pm
$30 Tickets
Reser vations required

Knit your team

colors into a
scarf or cowl
that tracks your
team’s scores

Enjoy an elegant light lunch and the company of knitting
and crocheting friends at our 11th annual fashion
show. This is our day to celebrate your
accomplishments of this past year. You
can model your creations or have one of our models walk the
runway wearing your piece. Our models will be walking the
runway wearing all the pieces that we’ve made during the past
year. There will also be a silent auction of Sheep’s Clothing
sample items. Proceeds further the good work of the Pink
Ribbon Society in Northwest Indiana.
We love having guests at the fashion show. Please bring your
friends and relatives. They will come to understand just why
you love this craft.

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
sheepsclothingvalpo
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through the fall
football season.
Bright team colors
and easy care fibers
make HiKoo
Simplicity
yarn the perfect
choice to show your
team spirit. Choose
the original long,

long scarf /
cowl or the new
not-so-long
version. A team
colors hat option is
also available.

HOLIDAY GIFTS DISCOUNT CARD
Sign up for gift Number 1 and receive a 10% discount on
supplies and your Holiday Gifts Punchcard.

Show us

Show us

Show us

Show us

completed

completed

completed

completed gift

gift Number 1

gift Number 2

gift Number 3

Number 4

Show us completed
gift Number 5 and
your punchcard

and receive a 15%

and receive a 15%

and receive a 15%

and receive a 20%

will be entered in a

discount on supplies

discount on supplies

discount on supplies

discount on supplies

drawing for a special

for gift Number 2.

for gift Number 3.

for gift Number 4.

for gift Number 5.

group of prizes.

Discount applies to yarn and supplies to knit or crochet a small, gift item.
Applies to in stock supplies only. Items must be completed and brought into the
shop for show and tell by Friday, January 6, 2017, to qualify.

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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Enter

Paintbox Scarf

Norah Gaughan’s Enter pullover is fun to knit
and fun to wear. This T-shaped garment
has just two pieces, the front and the
back. It can be worked in woolly yarns for
cooler weather or it can be made in plantbased fibers for warmer weather. This
design is much easier to knit that it
would appear. The basic lace pattern forms
triangular inserts that give the garment it’s
flattering drape. This design is surprisingly
forgiving of slight variations in gauge. It is
also easy to make a size between the
sizes on the pattern.
Tuesday
7 to 9 pm
Nov 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Paula

Lucy Neatby’s Paintbox Scarf is the perfect
pattern for learning double knitting. You will
learn to manage two colors of yarn while
knitting two layers of fabric at the same time.
The result will be a two-sided reversible
scarf. The paintbox squares form windows
of color on a background. A red and grey
scarf, for example, would have windows of
red on a grey background on one side, and
windows of grey on a red background on
the other side. It is a great piece for working
with colorful, self-striping yarns.

Saturday
10:30 am to 12:30 pm
Oct 29, Nov 5, 12
$40 plus supplies
Teacher: Heidi

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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Pilsner Pleats Top
The Pilsner Pleat top is a

cousin of the
Horseshoe Lace top that many
customers enjoyed making last
summer. We'll get to know this traditional stitch

while making rectangular front and back panels for
our top. Then we'll begin the A-line side panels by
adding extra stitches between the columns of lace
and gradually decreasing those extra stitches. You'll
get to practice making perfect mattress stitch seams.
There will be some knitting up of stitches to finish
the neckline and armhole edges. Choose a wooly
wintery yarn or an all season plant fiber. Extend the
wearing time of your piece by wearing it as a vest
over a liner top with sleeves.
Thursday
1 to 3 pm
Nov 3, 10, 17, Dec 1
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Paula

Dare to Repair
Challenge yourself to understand your knitting in a
way that you never have before. Learn the anatomy
of a happy, balanced knit stitch. See how stitches
fit together to form a knit fabric. Using bulky and
medium weight swatches, we will practice, practice,
practice some of the most useful repair moves so
that you can confidently perform basic
repairs and get back to your knitting.
Friday
4 to 6 pm
Nov 4, 11, 18
$40 plus supplies
Teacher: Paula

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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Vintage Crochet Blanket or
Afghan
This pattern from Churchmouse uses V stitches to
form a ripple. It is different than the classic crochet
ripple stitch in that is has more of a Bargello look and
makes up into a lighter fabric. Choose baby blanket
size or larger afghan size. Work your class project in
3 colors without cutting yarns. You'll learn the cheater chain beginning, a technique that you can use with
all your projects to free you from having to count and
recount a long chain at the beginning of a crochet
project. We'll also emphasize crochet chart reading.
Friday
1 to 3 pm
October 14, 21, 28
$40 plus supplies
Teacher: Paula

SOCKS:CUFFDOWN

Begin your sock at the cuff so you will have plenty of
time to get comfortable knitting in the round on small
needles before learning how to shape the heel and
toe. Finish the sock with kitchener stitch so that there
will be no seam at the toe of your socks.
Thursday
6:00 to 8:00 pm
Oct 20, 27, Nov 3, 10
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Kate

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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All Day Mitten
Learn the practical art of mitten making
while making a quick knit mitten in bulky
yarn for yourself. You'll work with our own
shop mitten pattern written for all sizes and
weights of yarn. Once you master this mitten making formula, you'll never be more
than a couple hours away from a new pair
of mittens and warm hands.

Saturday
10:30 am to 4:30 pm
November 19
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Debbie

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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Felted Clogs
Clogs are knit XXXL size in wool and then run through the
wash machine to shrink the wool into a tight, firm fabric.
Susan will share her tips and tricks to help you keep track of
the wrap and turns and increases that create the clog shaping. There are size options for every family member. Every
new pair that Susan creates has a new element of creativity.
She'll show you how to use needle felting to add a name,
a flower, a soccer ball, a snowman, snowflake, or whatever
embellishment you want. You can even add a jester fringe
to the cuff for a real touch of whimsey.

Saturday
1 to 3 pm
Nov 5, 12, 19
$40 plus supplies
Teacher: Susan

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

www.knitdoctor.com
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Sheep’s Clothing
www.knitdoctor.com

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

MOSAIC
KNITTING

Dive into the world of slip stitch colorwork
in this brand new class with Kate. She’ll
show you one of the most clever
and simple ways that knitters have
found to work with multiple
yarns. You’ll work with many colors, but
only one color at a time. You will learn the
amazing variety of effects you can get with
the simple technique of slipping a stitch.
Your class project will be a drawstring
bag that will work perfectly as a mini

project bag.

Tuesday
1 to 3 pm
OR
7 to 9 pm
Jan 10, 17, 24, 31
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Kate
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12
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10
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to
to
to
to

7
7
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7
5

Teachers
Heidi Yelich
Susan Brobst
Kate Schroeder
Debbie Teibel
Paula Strietelmeier
BJ Licko-Keel
Design
Kristina Rost
Artwork
Susan Childress

SPINNING
4 to 6pm
every 4th Friday
Spinners are invited
to bring their wheels
and spin.
Interested in Spinning?
It’s a great opportunity
to get your questions
answered.

Drop spindle
demonstrations.

NOK
Early Bird Knitters
1st & 3rd Saturday
EVERY month 8 am

To register for classes call

EVERY Friday
5 to 7 pm

219-462-1700

sheepsclothingvalpo www.knitdoctor.com

EVERY Wednesday
10am to noon
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OCTOBERBEGINNERSCLASSES
Knitting for Beginners

Crochet for Beginners

Learn to knit by making swatches of basic
stitches. Emphasis is placed on learning to
“read” your stitches so that you can become a
confident knitter. Class also includes a taste of
lace and cables.
OR
OR
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Noon to 2pm
7 to 9 pm
5 to 7 pm
Nov 2, 9, 16, 23
Nov 15, 22, 29,
Oct 17, 24,
Dec 6
Nov 7, 14

Begin your crochet future with a set of 3 classes
designed to get you comfortable with the basic
crochet stitches. You will begin with the classic
granny square and end with a lightweight cowl.
Basic finishing skills for crochet fabrics will also
be included.
Saturday
8 to 10 am
Oct 29, Nov 5, 12
$60 includes all supplies

$60 includes all supplies

Crochet Beginner Project

Knit Beginner Project
This hat and scarf combination gives beginners
opportunity to practice and polish their basic
skills. You’ll learn to use circular and double
pointed needles while making the hat. The hat
will also be your introduction to multi gauge
patterns, which allow you to make the same
design in many different kinds of yarn. The scarf
combines the cables and other stitches you
learned in Knitting for Beginners so that you can
keep learning to read your stitches and have
something beautiful to wear.
OR
Saturday
Monday
8 to 10 am
5 TO 7 PM
Oct 15, 22, 29
Nov 21, 28,
Dec 5
$40 plus supplies

Practice the stitches you learned in Crochet
for Beginners while making a hat and scarf.
We’ll work on basic pattern reading skills while
working through 2 well written, beginner friendly
patterns from Churchmouse.
Saturday
8 to 10 am
Nov 19, 26, Dec 3
$40 plus supplies

